The first book a child receives is The Little Engine That Could™ (customized version)
The month a child turns 5 they will receive Look Out Kindergarten, Here I Come! (customized version)
Titles on this list are subject to change.

GROUP 2
Children born in 2023

- Good Morning Farm Friends
- Where is Your Nose?
- Llama Llama Shapes
- Home Builders
- Tad and Dad
- “Slowly, Slowly, Slowly,” Said the Sloth
- Richard Scarry's 100 First Words
- Little Poems for Tiny Ears
- Baby! Talk!
- Baby Sounds
- Can You Guess? Animal Sounds with The Very Hungry Caterpillar
- Eric Carle's Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star and Other Nursery Rhymes
- Richard Scarry's 100 First Words
- Madeline's 123
- Good Night Gorilla
- Llama Llama Red Pajama
- Pudgy Pat A Cake
- Sleep Tight, Polar Bear (Little Loves)
- Pudgy Book of Mother Goose
- Look at the Animals
- Who Says Quack?
- Look Look!
- Llama Llama Hide & Seek
- Roald Dahl Colors

GROUP 3
Children born in 2022

- Corduroy
- How We Say I Love You
- A Little Emotional Somewhere Right Now
- The Snowy Day
- I Am a Rainbow
- Solitary Animals
- Where Do Diggers Sleep at Night?
- The Very Hungry Caterpillar Eats Breakfast
- Ice Cream Face
- The Big Slide
- K is for Kindness
- Dandelion Magic
- Llama Llama Meets the Babysitter
- •
- A Book for Bear
- There's a Monster in Your Book
- Full Moon Pups
- Coat of Many Colors

GROUP 4
Children born in 2021

- Corduroy
- Just Try One Bite
- This is the Tree We Planted
- Raindrops to Rainbow
- Nubby
- Ocean Lullaby
- Little Owl's Love
- Gift & Box
- Ice Cream Face
- The Big Slide
- K is for Kindness
- Dandelion Magic
- Llama Llama Meets the Babysitter
- •
- Good Morning Farm Friends
- Where is Your Nose?
- Llama Llama Shapes
- Home Builders
- Tad and Dad
- “Slowly, Slowly, Slowly,” Said the Sloth
- Richard Scarry's 100 First Words
- Little Poems for Tiny Ears
- Baby! Talk!
- Baby Sounds
- Can You Guess? Animal Sounds with The Very Hungry Caterpillar
- Eric Carle's Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star and Other Nursery Rhymes
- Richard Scarry's 100 First Words
- Madeline's 123
- Good Night Gorilla
- Llama Llama Red Pajama
- Pudgy Pat A Cake
- Sleep Tight, Polar Bear (Little Loves)
- Pudgy Book of Mother Goose
- Look at the Animals
- Who Says Quack?
- Look Look!
- Llama Llama Hide & Seek
- Roald Dahl Colors

GROUP 5
Children born in 2020

- Ten Ways to Hear Snow
- Goldilocks & the Three Bears
- Grandpa & Jake
- ABC and You and Me
- •
- A Book for Bear
- There's a Monster in Your Book
- Full Moon Pups
- Coat of Many Colors

GROUP 6
Children born in 2019

- Wonder Walkers
- Rabbit’s Snow Dance
- In Our Garden
- You Are a Honey Bee!
- Cinderella—With Dogs!
- Something Wild
- The Power of Yeti
- Joy Takes Root
- Rabbit’s Snow Dance
- A Gift for Nana
- Wild Horses
- Carpenter’s Helper
- •
- Ten Ways to Hear Snow
- Goldilocks & the Three Bears
- Grandpa & Jake
- ABC and You and Me